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Do you want to learn to turn food scraps into valuable compost? Do you believe in taking
responsibility for the waste we create? People all over the world are turning their food scraps into
nutrient-rich worm compost through starting their own worm bin. This book contains everything
you need to get started worm composting in one easy-to-listen-to book. Topics include what type
of worms to buy, how to construct a bin, maintaining the right environment, and how to foster a
thriving worm herd. The worm bin troubleshooting and FAQ sections cover the rest. The author
demonstrates that worm composting is a year-round activity that is easy, fast, convenient, good
for the earth, good for your plants, and fun.

About the AuthorIain Ellwood has over twenty years international experience working in Japan,
Hong Kong, the Netherlands and the United States as a marketing brand strategist for such
companies as AstraZeneca, Orange, Philips, RSA, Samsung, Tesco, Thomson Reuters and
Virgin. He now runs his own consultancy, having previously been head of consulting at
Interbrand in London. He contributed to The Economist: Brands and Branding and is the author
of Wonder Woman: Marketing Secrets for the Trillion Dollar Customer and The Essential Brand
Book.
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Victor Lage de Araujo, “For starters, not technical. This is an interesting book for anyone who
enjoys gardening and recycling to read. It will add to any information you already have if you
either want to use compost or start your own domestic vermicomposting recycling unit. The
author provides his personal experience plus some useful tips. Not the high technical though,
you will need more information if you are a comercial producer or wish to perform QA on your
product.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Good place to start. I'm using this book to start my worm bin. So far it's
told me what I need to know to get them started on our composting journey.”

Clipper, “Interesting. Plain and forthright.”

Johnny W Hayes, “Very helpful and well received. Well written a very big help”

Janet Zupan, “I set up a good bin in the best location and filled it with .... How to Start a Worm
Bin is well-written and accessible. With Henry Owen’s clear guidance, I set up a good bin in the
best location and filled it with the proper mix of bedding. I was then able to quickly identify a
reputable place to buy my first batch of red wigglers. Once my worms arrived, the book helped
me detect the signs of over-feeding; how to maintain a balanced moisture level; and, offered
specific and comprehensive tips for regular maintenance to ensure a healthy wormery. The
appendices are organized for quick reference, including a FAQ section and trouble-shooting
chart. My wormery is thriving! The section “Worm Composting for Kids” inspired me to invite my
granddaughter to share in the experience and to gain her first scientific and ecological insights.
An added bonus is the author's generosity in providing ongoing electronic links and information
to those who buy the book.I highly recommend this guide to those interested in a responsible
and fascinating route to making a positive, environmental impact and achieving nutrient-rich
compost to boot.Owen's guide is well organized and clear, with each chapter addressing a
specific component of running a good womery, addressing fully fears and concerns beginners
unavoidably face, maintenance tips that assure a continued healthy bin, and even suggestions
for inviting children into the worm composting experience!I definitely recommend this book to
anyone considering worm composting.”

James G. Salmons, “All you need to know to get started with worm composting.. There are quite
a few guides to worm composting but most of them repeat essentially the same information with
slight variations in the way they suggest building your bin or which one to purchase among the
commercial ones. What sets this book apart and makes it the best of those I have looked at is
that it discusses each aspect of worm composting in the most practical way without much in the
way of dogma. Instead the author discusses real life experience, much of it his own, explaining



the reasons for various choices and leaving you with a good number of options in each area so
that you can take advantage of bedding options that are inexpensively and readily available for
you or food options that are likewise practical for each reader. I had it on hand when I began
worm composting and it gave me all the information I needed to feel rightfully confident in being
successful. Highly recommended.”

Christopher bowyer, “Great book. Excellent”

George Morrison, “Five Stars. Quality book easy to read and understand would recommend”

Defrid Theoret, “This book is amazing.... Henry has covered everything in this book on
vermicomposting !This is the second time around that i read this book. I use it as referance and
go back and look thru for something i recall in the book.Good work .. Fantastic !!! Keep it up !!!”

Christine Law, “Substantial Book Read. Very informative and extremely entertaining while
beginning a new hobby.”

Chowl, “Good read. New to worm composting. This guide answered a lot of questions for me
and provided a lot of good reccomendations. I enjoyed reading it .”

The book by Elizabeth Kraus has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 420 people have provided feedback.
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